
We  initiate  e-Testing in Geology.

If  the candidate  passes the test successfully is considered to be entitled as Consulting Geologist ,
certificate given to him/her by ORYKTOLOGIKA NEA-NEWS ON MINERALS.

The contestant is on-line at a predetermined day and time .

How it works :The test lasts 20 minutes,  40 minutes or  an hour  depending  on whether the contestant
successfully passes the first or second or third  30  questions test in 20 minutes.

a. The candidate is sent 30 questions on Geology on Word.doc  attached to  his/her  e-mail address .

The candidate is asked to answer all 30 questions correctly in 20 minutes and to send the questionnaire
back completed. The questionnaire will be fully answered correctly. If it is not fully answered it is not sent
or if it is sent partially answered it is not considered successful.

b. If 20 minutes have elapsed and the contestant has not sent back the completed questionnaire,

another 30 different questions will be sent to him and he will be asked to answer them all correctly again
in 20 minutes and send back the questionnaire attached to our email address.(minat@gemin.eu ).

c. If 20 minutes have elapsed  again without the correct answer to all 30 questions, another 30 questions

are sent to him for the third and last time to be answered in the same way.

     If the last  c 20 minutes have passed and the contestant has not sent back the entire questionnaire
correctly completed, the candidate has not passed successfully the test and is not entitled to the title of
Consulting Geologist which can be given to him/her  by the ORYKTOLOGIKA NEA-NEWS ON MINERALS.

There is a minimum fee of 35 €  for anyone who wants to take the test.

Payment is made either by PayPal  to our PayPal ID  (minat@gemin.eu) or by deposit in our bank account.
An official  receipt in electronic form will be sent to the participant.

The e-Testing in Geology can be conducted in Greek and English.

For more information, www.gemin.eu  or send us a message minat@gemin.eu  or  call  us   at  Mobile
phone 6979771898
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